
Ping Pong Toss Challenge Cups
At Games on Tap we are all about good times with great company, and that’s about having fun while being safe. Please be
aware of your own limitations and monitor the condition of those around you so that your last call is a responsible one. 

HOW TO PLAY

Objective: To eliminate all the cups on your opponent’s end of the table by shooting the ping pong balls into their cups. The first team to
eliminate all the cups wins. 
1.    Place the cups in two groups of ten. 
2.    Arrange the cups in a triangle pattern on either end of the table with the logo facing the other team.

WARNINGS AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
       • Do NOT consume alcohol in excess, drink responsibly. 

       • Do NOT drink and drive or operate any type of vehicle. 

       • Do NOT allow persons under the age of 21 years old to consume alcohol. 

       • Ensure that the surrounding area is clear from any hazards for those participating or for those watching.

       • Allow for enough free space around the table for game play.

       • Ping pong balls can be a choking hazard, not intended for persons under the age of 12 years old.  

IMPORTANT
       •The cups in this game are not to be used for consuming beverages. The game is designed to be used as described in the 
       below instructions.
       • Do NOT place cups in a dishwasher. 
       • Do NOT soak cups in water or other liquids.
       • Do NOT use any harsh chemicals to clean cups. 
       • Hand wash with cool water and light detergent if necessary. 
       • Do NOT scratch or rub the printing on the cups.
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3.    Decide which team goes first and provide that team with 1 ping pong ball for each player (we’ll call them Team 1). 
4.    Taking turns, players on Team 1 will shoot their ping pong ball at the cups in front of Team 2. 
5.    If no shot is made, then Team 2 will shoot the ping pong balls at the cups in front of Team 1. 
6.    If Team 1 makes one or both shots, then those cups are removed from their position and placed to the side of the table/out of play. 
      Team 2 must then perform the challenge printed on the back of the cup on their next shot or for the rest of the game depending on the 
      challenge (see the challenge chart for a more detailed description). 
7.    If 1 shot is made, then that team will choose who will perform the action on the next shot. The other player will take a normal shot. 
      The same player cannot be chosen twice in a row when a single shot is made against them. 
8.    When 2 ping pong balls are made in cups, players will choose which challenge they will perform on their return shot. 
9.    When a cup is removed from the table, the space that the cup leaves will be left open. Remaining cups should not be moved unless 
      the opposing team chooses a restack. 
10.  Each team gets 1 restack per game. This means that the remaining cups on the table will be placed together in an arrangement of their 
      choosing (Ex: straight across, in a row, side by side, pyramid, diamond, etc). 
11.  If Team 1 eliminates all their cups first, then Team 2 gets a final chance to eliminate their cups if there are 2 cups or less remaining. If 
      more than 2 cups remain, then Team 1 wins.
12.  In the event that there is a tie, one cup will be placed on the table and teams will take turns until one team wins. 

HINT, TRICKS AND SUGGESTIONS

1.    The cups are designed for game play, and not to be used to consume beverages. If drinking is involved, it is recommended that each 
      player have a cup, bottle or can of their own beverage. 
2.    A bit of water can be added to each cup to help weigh them down if playing outside in windy conditions or to help prevent the ping 
      pong ball from bouncing out of the cup on a shot. 
3.    Make things even more interesting by adding your own challenges using a dry erase marker (do NOT write on the printed challenges 
      or logo as it will not come off).
4.    Shuffle the cups between games to mix up the challenges. 

Challenge Description
Eyes closed Close both eyes before taking your shot - no peeking. 
One eye closed Left or right - pick your choice and take aim. 
From one knee Bend down on either knee and take your shot, watch for grass stains. 
Bounce off the table Can be any number of bounces but must bounce off the table to count.
Use your opposite hand Shoot the ball with your nondominant hand. 
Talk with an accent the rest of the game Pick your favorite accent or imitate your favorite actor but stay in character.  
Behind the Back Turn your non-shooting shoulder to the table and toss the ball behind your back to shoot.
Hook shot Turn your non-shooting shoulder to the table and with an arching motion with your shooting hand, toss the ball over your head. 
Take 3 steps back from the table It's a "long shot" but you got this.
Have to call your shot You have to identify which cup you are going to make it in, for it to count. 
Underhand Two handed "Granny Style" or toss it with one hand. 
One leg Balance on one leg and take your shot. 

Lose a turn That ping pong ball is out of play for your turn. 

Add a cup back into play
Remove this cup and replace it with another cup that has already been removed from play. If this is the first cup made, leave
it in play.

Backwards Turn your back to the table and toss over your head. 

One player takes both shots For 2 player, choose 1 person to shoot. If single player, take one shot with left hand and the other with your right hand. 

Shoot at the same time "On 3!" 2 player, shoot at the same time. If single player, shoot both balls from 1 hand at the same time.

Under one leg Lift your leg and shoot the ball underhand, under your leg

Basketball style jump shot Two hands, jump and shoot. Extra style points for a fade away.

Volleyball serve Either underhand or over your head, toss the ball up with one hand and hit it with the other. 

Look for other Games on Tap products at SPQBrands.com. 

Have Fun and Be Safe!


